Common Read Contacts for How Does it Feel to be a Problem?

The following people have agreed to serve as resources for this year’s Common Read experience. They are willing to offer advice and insight based on their experiences being Arab and/or Muslim to lend personal connections to the book How Does it Feel to be a Problem?. These faculty and students are also willing to come and speak to classes as their schedules allow. If you would like to invite someone to your class, or if you have further questions for any of the people listed below, please contact the person directly using the e-mail address provided.

**Hara Mubashir** – Student – President of the Muslim Cultural Students Association (MCSA) *(hara.mubashir@jacks.sdstate.edu)*

*Hara will coordinate student presenters through the MCSA if she herself is unavailable. She can also take requests for student speakers to the MCSA if you would like to have a student come to your class to talk about something specific.*

**Fathi Halaweish** – Faculty – Chemistry/Biochemistry *(fathi.halaweish@sdstate.edu)*

**Shafiqur Rahman** – Faculty – Pharmaceutical Sciences *(shafiqur.rahman@sdstate.edu)*

**Surtaj Iram** – Faculty – Chemistry/Biochemistry *(surtaj.iram@sdstate.edu)*

**Alham Abuatiq** – Faculty – Nursing *(alham.abuatiq@sdstate.edu)*

**Adam Luebke** – Faculty – International Affairs *(adam.luebke@sdstate.edu)*